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, the energy drop J(t) ¼ ÀdU/dt, and the stress drop J(t) ¼ Àds xy /dt. The avalanches follow, within the time resolution of our modeling, a universal profile J(t)/J max ¼ 1 À 4(t/t max À 0.5) 2 in the a-thermal regime and the thermal regime. Broadening of the profiles towards a 4th order parabola arises from peak overlap or peak splitting. All profiles are symmetric around t/t max ¼ 0.5 and are expected to hold for switching processes in ferroic materials when the correlations during the avalanche are elastic in origin. High frequency applications of ferroic switching are constrained by this avalanche noise and its characteristic temporal distribution function will determine the bandwidth of any stored or transmitted signal. Domain switching in piezoelectric, ferroelectric, ferroelastic, and magnetic materials usually involves fine structures on a nano-meter scale that, on aggregate, constitute the macroscopic switch (review in Ref. 1) . A typical example is the lateral movement of a ferroelectric domain wall, which is composed of moving kinks in the wall. 2 The kink size extends over few atomic layers. Most macroscopic observations will identify only the lateral domain wall movement as a time averaged process, while the elementary step of the kink movement is visible only in high time-resolution experiments such as acoustic emission (AE) measurements. 3 With the advent of experimental methods such as femtosecond spectroscopy, the focus of research shifted from the description of averaged quantities to processes that include the local jerks. Alternatively, computer simulations have revealed that most fine structures lead to "jerky" movements and heterogeneities on a sufficiently short time scale. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] We use the term "jerk" as an experimental manifestation in any physical observable of an avalanche. High frequency applications of ferroic materials may rely on jerk-infested switching processes for data storage and transmission. Both processes are possible only outside the frequency interval of the avalanche noise so that the avalanche characteristics are an essential parameter for all high frequency device applications.
Jerks often combine to produce crackling noise [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and the formation of avalanches where each nano-structural movement triggers others with bursts of activities and waiting times between avalanches. In this paper, we distinguish carefully between the observation of short-time singularities, which are termed "jerks" and the underlying physical process, namely, the formation of avalanches. The experimental investigation of avalanches is often based on the observation of a multitude of "jerks," which defines the Probability Distribution Function, PDF, of the avalanche. The distinction between the observable "jerk" and the underlying physical object "avalanche" is necessary because not all "jerks" are signatures of avalanches but may be artifacts (e.g., laboratory noise, sample vibrations), which need to be eliminated before one can discuss avalanche statistics based on "jerks" measurements. Here we are concerned with jerks as manifestations of avalanches. The probability P(J) of a jerk J to occur is typically power law distributed PðJÞ $ J Àe FðJÞ, where F(J) is some (exponential) non-universal cut-off function. 15 Similar power law distributions exist for waiting times between avalanches. 16 Avalanches in most disordered materials are described by a narrow range of dynamical exponents both for the energy distributions and the waiting times between avalanches. The avalanches are hence related to those elementary processes that lead to domain switching and represent the intrinsic noise of the switching process (even in the absence of defects). This noise will ultimately limit the applications of ferroic devices and will curtail high frequency applications of domain switching: any hysteretic switching consists of avalanches of domain movements, which become experimentally visible at sufficiently short time scales. The power law dependence of the avalanche parameters means that individual jerks will have durations and waiting times (between subsequent jerks) without any scale dependence and an extremely broad distribution. The avalanches generate "inevitable" noise of the switching process, which can be described using statistical concepts, which are partly described in this paper. Avalanches are largely scale invariant and are described by statistical quantities. 15 Jerks were observed in heat flux measurements (thermal jerks), 17 AE (acoustic jerks) and slip avalanches in metallic glasses, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] spikes in the polarization (electric jerks), and Barkhausen noise 2, 14 (magnetic jerks). Each jerk signal is characterized by fairly random, often jagged profiles so that the question arises: is the time evolution predictable if one considers the averaged profiles? Averaging needs to extend over the two probabilistic parameters of the avalanche, namely, its duration and amplitude. The duration is the time between the start and the end of each avalanche so that duration depends on the threshold of the jerk energy. The amplitude of each jerk profile is defined as its maximum. All normalized profiles (time and amplitude) are numerically averaged so that each switching process with a multitude of jerks is characterized by one single characteristic "jerk profile" (further details in Ref. 25) . These profiles are then compared between avalanches under different thermodynamic conditions, sizes, and boundary conditions.
The mean-field hypothesis is that the characteristic profiles have parabolic profiles 25 and that they are largely independent of temperature. They may strongly reflect size and boundary effects (e.g., thin films on substrates). Few papers have addressed this problem previously. Averaged jerk profiles have been determined so far for slip avalanches in metallic glasses, 25 deformations during crystal plasticity, 26 in granular materials, 27 shear bands, 28 and superconductors. 29 Simulations of jerk profiles in ferroelastic materials seem to confirm the parabola hypothesis 30 although this work combined spanning avalanches ("large avalanches") at yield points with more local switching avalanches ("small avalanches"). A similar distinction was made between "small slip avalanches" and "large slip avalanches" in metallic glasses 25 and related to different physical processes underlying the small and large slip process. It is the purpose of this paper to show that the parabola hypothesis is indeed correct for switching in ferroic materials with strong elastic correlations that proceeds via "small avalanches."
The computer simulations are based on the standard ferroelastic model; 31 the potential energy U(r) is composed of three interactions, the first-nearest atomic interactions U NN ¼ 10ðr-1Þ 2 (0.8 r < 1.288), the second-nearest atomic interactions . We set the equilibrium lattice constant a ¼ 1 Å and atomic mass M ¼ 100 amu. Free boundary conditions are adopted and twinned sandwich structure containing two pre-existing horizontal twin boundaries (HTBs) as the initial configuration. The size of our 2D simulation is 500a Â 502a. The ratio of the height of the switchable intermediate layer to the total sample is fixed to be 0.5. The system was first relaxed with a conjugate gradient refinement procedure at the beginning of the simulations. Then molecular dynamics (MD) was performed to anneal the configuration at a large range of given temperature for 5 Â 10 6 time steps. No microstructures developed, except for some surface relaxations, during this procedure. Finally, at the top and bottom several layers of atoms were fixed rigidly and then sheared with a constant shear strain rate 5 Â 10 7 1/s in a canonical ensemble. All MD simulations were performed with the LAMMPS code, 32 and the Nos eHoover thermostat 33, 34 was used to hold the sample's temperature in constant.
The external strain e is the field variable ($"hard boundary conditions"), which increases with constant strain rate. The jerk signal J is defined in this paper in three different ways using the conventions of previous work. First, as the square of the time derivative of the potential energy U, 
Here we characterize time t by the external strain e as the strain rate is constant. Second, we calculate the avalanche profile of the energy drop J(t) ¼ ÀdU/dt $ ÀdU/de, and third, the shear stress drop J(t) ¼ Àds xy /dt $ Àds xy /de. The simulated avalanches cover two regimes as shown in Fig. 1 for U and (dU/de)
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. During the yield event, very intense avalanches include many spanning avalanches, which penetrate the entire sample (A-B). They do not represent switching avalanches and their statistical properties depend strongly on the sample size. They are dismissed from our statistical analysis. Avalanches related to local switches ($small avalanches) dominate the regime between the points B and C. We consider only these avalanches in the analysis.
Avalanches are known to be a-thermal at low temperatures and become strongly temperature dependent at high temperatures. 31 We first reproduce this result using our potential (in our potential the cut-off rages are continuous, while they were discontinuous in a previous potential, 2, [7] [8] [9] namely, U NN : 0.8 < r < 1.2; U NNN : 1.207 r < 1.621; U NNNN :1.8 r < 2.2) restricting the analysis to avalanches in FIG. 4 . Jerk spectrum of (dU/de) 2 (a), ÀdU/de (d), and Àds xy /de (g) at 30 K with various threshold levels. Only peaks above a given threshold were used to calculate the temporal jerk profiles. Temporal jerk profiles of (dU/de) 2 (b), ÀdU/de (e), and Àds xy /de (h) show parabolic avalanche profiles: J(t)/J max ¼ 1 À 4(t/ t max À 0.5) 2 (the red line in (b), (c), (e), (f), (h), and (i)). The change of temporal jerk profiles of (dU/de) 2 (c), ÀdU/de (f), and Àds xy /de (i) with changing threshold tend towards a 4th order parabola which arises from peak overlap at very low threshold (threshold 0 in (c)) or peak splitting at high threshold (threshold 2 and 3 in (c), (f), and (i)).
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He et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 072904 (2016) the regime B-C. The PDF over a large range of temperatures is shown in the double-logarithmic plots in Fig. 2 . Large power law regimes are seen for low temperatures (0.1 K and 1 K), while the exponential cut-off becomes dominant at higher temperatures. We indicated the power law regions by red lines; black lines show the exponential regions. The crossover between the power law regime and the thermally activated regime near T VF shifts to higher energies with increasing temperature. 31 The inverse slope of the linearlogarithmic plots identifies the activation energy of thermal jerks. These jerks follow Vogel-Fulcher statistics 31 with the characteristic crossover of (T-T VF )/T VF near the VogelFulcher temperature T VF (Fig. 3) . The Vogel-Fulcher parameter (T-T VF )/T VF is zero in the a-thermal regime and increases linearly with T at T > T VF . This result agrees with the simulations in Refs. 30 and 31 using different potentials, which shows that the results are fairly robust as long as the interactions are long-ranging.
The temporal avalanche profiles were now determined by normalizing the duration and the peak intensities of all three jerk quantities; the average profiles are then calculated using the superposition of >770 jerks (with more than 5 points in each jerk). As expected, the temporal profiles depend somewhat on the lower threshold of the jerk spectra (see Fig. 4(a) ). Very low thresholds include overlaps between small peaks. The small peak profiles are hence not always profiles of single events. 15 Thresholds at a higher level hold the danger that the peak duration is underestimated which can also equally falsify the temporal profile. To test the proper use of the threshold, we choose at least 3 thresholds for (dU/de) 2 (Fig. 4) . The peak profiles are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) . We then calculated the avalanche profiles of the energy drops ÀdU/de (Figs. 4(d)-4(f) ) and the shear stress drops Àds xy /de (Figs. 4(g)-4(i) ). The best fit for all avalanche profiles is a universal parabola with J(t)/ J max ¼ 1 -4(t/t max À 1/2) 2 for immediate threshold (threshold 1 in Fig. 4) in the a-thermal regime (1 K in Fig. 5 ) and the thermal regime (70 K in Fig. 5 ). This confirms the hypothesis that the avalanche profiles are essentially independent of temperature. The quadratic parabola will change to 4th order parabola in the case of very low threshold where peak overlap is severe, or in the case of high threshold where peak splitting becomes obvious. This broadening of avalanche profiles with changing threshold is consistent with the results in bulk metallic glasses where increasing avalanche duration leads to flatter avalanche profiles. 25 In addition, we notice that the scaling of (dU/de) 2 is better defined than the scaling of ÀdU/de and Àds xy /de. The avalanche profiles of ÀdU/de (d) and Àds xy /de are slightly flatter than for (dU/de) 2 at low temperature (triangle points in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) ) and only become insensitive to temperature when the temperature of system is higher than 30 K. However, the number of avalanches is small at lower temperatures so that the broadening may be statistically less significant. The averaged profiles are always symmetric in our simulations.
In summary, we identify the quadratic parabola as being the universal profile for ferroelastic switching avalanches in the standard ferroelastic model and may assume that most ferroelastic switching processes will follow this profile.
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